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Abstract
Uncertainty in data is caused by various reasons including data itself, data mapping,
and data policy. For data itself, data are uncertain because of various reasons. For
example, data from a sensor network, Internet of Things or Radio Frequency
Identification is often inaccurate and uncertain because of devices or environmental
factors. For data mapping, integrated data from various heterogonous data sources is
commonly uncertain because of uncertain data mapping, data inconsistency, missing
data, and dirty data. For data policy, data is modified or hided for policies of data
privacy and data confidentiality in an organization. But traditional deterministic data
management mainly deals with deterministic data which is precise and certain, and
cannot process uncertain data. Modeling uncertain data is a foundation of other
technologies for further processing data, such as indexing, querying, searching, mapping,
integrating, and mining data, etc. Probabilistic data models of relational databases, XML
data and graph data are widely used in many applications and areas today, such as
World Wide Web, semantic web, sensor networks, Internet of Things, mobile ad-hoc
networks, social networks, traffic networks, biological networks, genome databases, and
medical records, etc. This paper presents a survey study of different probabilistic models
of uncertain data in relational databases, XML data, and graph data, respectively. The
advantages and disadvantages of each kind of probabilistic modes are analyzed and
compared. Further open topics of modeling uncertain probabilistic data such as semantic
and computation aspects are discussed in the paper. Criteria for modeling uncertain data,
such as expressive power, complexity, efficiency, extension are also proposed in the
paper.
Keywords: data uncertainty; uncertain data model; probabilistic data model; XML;
relational database; graph data

1. Introduction
Data uncertainty is ubiquitous in many fields, such as mobile ad-hoc networks, social
networks, traffic networks, biological networks, genome databases, medical records, etc.
Data uncertainties are caused by many different reasons. Three major reasons are as
follows: First, data itself are uncertain because of various reasons. For example, data from
a sensor network, Internet of Things (IoTs) or Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is
often inaccurate and uncertain because of devices or environmental factors. Second,
integrated data from various heterogonous data sources is commonly uncertain because of
uncertain data mapping, data inconsistency, missing data, and dirty data. Finally, data is
modified or hided for policies of data privacy and data confidentiality in an organization.
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Traditional data management mainly deals with deterministic data in which data is precise
and certain, and cannot process uncertain data.
As data model is the key and foundation for other data management technologies,
including indexing, querying, searching, mapping, integrating, and mining data, how to
design an efficient and powerful model for uncertain data is necessary and important to
other related research topic, such as data integration, data search and query, data quality
and evaluation. Researchers proposed many approaches to modeling data uncertainties
including rule-based models[1], fuzzy models[2], Dempster-Shafer theory of evidencebased models[3], and probability models [4]: Rule-based models apply an inference
engine or semantic reasoner to infer uncertainty and imprecision based on the interaction
of input and the rule base; Fuzzy models uses fuzzy technologies and tools such as fuzzy
entities, attributes, relationship, aggregation, and constraints to model data uncertainty
and imprecision; Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence-based models use Dempster-Shafer
theory to represent data uncertainty and imprecision; and Probabilistic models represent
data uncertainty by probabilistic theories, which is mostly relied on possible worlds
model. As probabilistic models are widely used in many applications and in many
different data format, such as structured, semi-structured, unstructured, and graph data,
this paper is concentrated on probabilistic models of uncertain data.
Organizations. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Probabilistic models in
relational databases are given in Section 2. XML probabilistic data models are given in
Section 3. Graph probabilistic data models are given in Section 4. We conclude the paper
and point out the future directions of the topic in Section 5.

2. Probabilistic Relational Models
Probabilistic models in relational databases have been studied for more than two
decades, e.g. Refs.[5,6] proposed such methods by incorporating uncertain characteristic
in traditional relational models, which are mainly based on the possible worlds model[7].
In probabilistic relational models, a probabilistic database is a representation for a
probability distribution over a set of possible worlds, which contain all possible instances
of the database. A formal definition of possible worlds and probabilistic databases is
defined as following:
Definition 1. Suppose the set of all possible database instances is I = {I1, I2, I3, …, In}, a
probabilistic database Pr is a probability distribution on possible database instances I such
n

 Pr(I )  1
i

that i 1
, and a possible world PW is a set of all possible database instances such
that Pr(Ii) > 0.
According to the uncertain granularities, probabilistic relational models can be
classified into tuple-level and attribute-level probabilistic relational models, and a
function called probability distribution function (PDF) is used to assign a probability to a
tuple or an attribute, respectively.
The simplest of this kind of probabilistic relational models are independent tuplelevel probabilistic relational models[8], which assume that each tuple is independent to all
other tuples, i.e., a tuple is existed or not does not dependent on all other tuples. As each
tuple is assumed to be independent of all others, the probability of a possible world PW is
given by

Pr[PW ]  

jPW

Pj 

jPW

(1  Pj )

where j  PW if tuple tj is in PW, and j  PW otherwise.
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In some situations, a tuple’s existence may dependant on other tuples, i.e. they are
not independent to other tuples. This kind of probabilistic relational models can be
captured by generation rules [9]. This kind of tuple-level model is dependent tuple-level
probabilistic relational models [10,11]. Suppose the m tuples are grouped as k (k≤m)
generation rules as g1, g2, …, gk according to dependency of tuples. The probability of
each generation rule is given by
P(g1)=



t j gl

P(t j )

where (l=1,2,…,k).

The probability of a possible world PW is given by

Pr[PW ]   jPW Pj  jPW ,t j g l (1  P( gl ))

where j  PW denotes tj is in a generation rule gl and j  PW otherwise.
Tuple-level probabilistic relational models cannot deal with finer granularities such as
uncertainty associating to attributes of relational tables. To represent a finer granularity of
uncertainty, attribute-level probabilistic relational models are used, in which a probability
assigns to each attribute to specify the occurrence of an attribute in a possible world.
Ref.[12] used a sub-relation of a tuple to store attribute probability, Ref.[13] proposed a
model of Probabilistic or-set table based on attribute-level probabilistic relational model,
and Ref.[14] represented uncertain attribute values by lineage. Furthermore, Ref.[15]
combined attribute-level and tuple-level probabilistic relational models into a hybrid
probabilistic retaliation model, which is a probabilistic c-tables by incorporating
probability distributions functions (PDF) for the values taken by their variables.

3. Probabilistic XML Models
Semi-structured data such as XML (Extensible Markup Language) models have more
flexibility in structure and semantics than relational models. When considering data
uncertainty modeling, the flexibilities of XML make the problem more difficult and
challenging than that of relational databases.
The first kind of probabilistic XML models assumes that probability dependency only
existed in local area, i.e., the probability dependency only exists between parent and child
elements and we call them probabilistic XML model with local dependencies. Ref.[16]
assigned a probability attribute “Prob” for each edge of a parent and its child element to
indicate their local dependency. Also, an attribute “Dist” is used to as a probabilistic
distribution function (PDF) to specify “Prob” values’ distribution. Two distribution types
of “Dist” called “mutually-exclusive” and “independent” are defined to indicate whether
its sub-elements “Prob” values are mutually exclusive or independent to each others.
Example 1. The following probabilistic XML data file describes information of
universities. Each university (with a probability indicated by attribute “Prob” ) has a
specific university name and a specific president of the university. Each president has
name and age both with probabilities. All probabilities are defined by a PDF “DIST”. So
the file conforms to the above mentioned model (probabilistic XML model with local
dependencies):.
<universities>
<university Prob = "0.9">
<universityName> MY University </universityName>
<presidentsOfUniversity>
<Dist type = "mutually-exclusive">
<Val Prob = "0.5">
<name>
<Dist>
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<Val Prob = "0.4"> Cai Y. </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.7"> Cai P. </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.9"> Cai Y.P. </Val>
</Dist>
</name>
<age>
<Dist type = "mutually-exclusive">
<Val Prob = "0.6"> 35 </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.7"> 45 </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.9"> 55 </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.3"> 65 </Val>
</Dist>
</age>
</Val>
<Val Prob = "0.6">
<name>
<Dist>
<Val Prob = "0.5"> Zhang Y. </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.6"> Zhang Y. </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.7"> Zhang X.Y </Val>
</Dist>
</name>
<age>
<Dist type = "mutually-exclusive">
<Val Prob = "0.9"> 35 </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.5"> 36 </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.6"> 39 </Val>
<Val Prob = "0.2"> 40 </Val>
</Dist>
</age>
</Val>
<Val>
...
</Val>
</Dist>
</presidentsOfUniversity>
</university>
<university>
...
</university>
</universities>
Suppose to query the president of university with name “Cai Y.P.” and age 55, the
probability is:
Pr((name = Cai Y.P.) ^ (age = 55) ^ presidentsOfUniversity) = 0.9×0.9×0.5×0.9 =
0.3645.
Ref.[17] proposed another probabilistic XML model by incorporating constraints in a
probabilistic XML tree model, which used constraints to capture probabilistic
dependencies among probabilstic XML data items. Also, constraints can include some
aggregate functions such as count( ), max( ), min( ), and ratio( ). As a result, the model
can be extended to give a probabilistic interpretation of such constraints.
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The second kind of probabilistic XML models is probabilistic XML model with
global dependencies[18], which has advantages to represent probabilistic relationship not
only between ancestors-descendants (probabilistic XML tree model with local
dependencies) but also between all nodes in XML data file. One method to capture such
global dependencies is to use a fuzzy tree with probabilistic event variables as
probabilistic conditions to nodes in XML data file. The following is such an example:
Example 2. Figure1. is a fuzzy tree with 4 event variables with corresponding
probabilities as Table 1.
A
e1,┐e2
B

A
e1,┐e3

C

D

C

D

e4
E

E

Figure 1. (a) A probabilistic XML data with global dependencies (b) a
possible sub-tree T1
Table 1. Event variables and corresponding probabilities
Event variables

probability

e1

0.9

e2

0.8

e3

0.7

e4

0.6

The probability of T1 is:
p(T1)  p(e1 )  p(e3 )  p(e4 )  0.9  (1  0.7)  0.6  0.162
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4. Probabilistic Models in Uncertain Graph Data
Modeling, querying and mining uncertain graphs have become an increasingly
important research topic[19-21] recently. Probabilistic graphs are a natural model
representation in many applications, such as mobile ad-hoc networks, social networks,
traffic networks, biological networks, genome databases, medical records, etc. In
uncertain or probabilistic graphs, uncertainty can be categorized by three levels: (1) Edge
uncertainty, i.e. the probabilistic of an edge between two nodes or vertexes is existed. (2)
Node or vertex uncertainty, i.e. the probabilistic of a node is existed. (3) Attribute value of
vertexes or nodes uncertainty, i.e. the probabilistic of an attribute of a given node is
existed. Moreover, probabilistic graphs may be undirected or directed. So there are 4
kinds of uncertain graph modes as in Table 2. The most commonly used uncertain graph
models are based on possible world models, too.
Table 2. Uncertain Graph Modes
undirected
directed

independent
1. undirected independent
2. directed independent

dependent
3. undirected dependent
4. directed dependent

4.1. Uncertain Graph Models with Independent Probabilities
For uncertain graph models with independent probabilities, there are three types of
uncertainty, such as edge uncertainty, node or vertex uncertainty, and attribute of nodes or
vertexes uncertainty.
Edge uncertain graph models deal with edge uncertainty of graph data. In independent
edge uncertain graph models, each edge is associated with a probability that indicates the
likelihood of its existence [19, 20]. The models assume that the existence of an edge is
independent of any other edges. For undirected and directed edge uncertain graph models,
the process methods are much similar. The formal definition is given in Definition 2.
Definition 2. Consider an uncertain directed (or undirected) independent edge graph G =
(V, E, pE), where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, pE: E(0, 1] is a function
that assigns each edge e a probability that indicates the likelihood of e’s existence. A
possible graph of an edge uncertain graph G is a possible instance of G.
Example 3. Consider the following uncertain directed independent edge graph.
A

0.1

B

0.8

0.4

D

A

B

D

0.3

0.2
C

0.5

C

Figure 2. (a) Uncertain Directed Graph G with Probability Associated with
Each Edge (b) one Possible Graph G1 of G
Let G =(VG, EG) be the possible graph which is realized by sampling each edge in G
according to the probability p(e) and the probability of possible graph G is:

Pr [G] 

 p(e)  (1  p(e))

eEG

eE \ EG

We can think of the probabilistic graph G as a world generator process, and each
graph in G as a possible world. Figure 2 graph G has 26 possible graphs, and the
probability of G1 is:
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Pr[G1] = p(A,B)p(A,C)p(B,C)p(C,D)(1-p(B,A))(1-p(B,D)) = 0.00036.
Example 4. Consider the following uncertain undirected independent edge graph.
A

0.45

0.4

B

D

A

B

D

0.3
0.2

0.5

C

C

Figure 3. (a) Uncertain Undirected Graph G with Probability Associated to
Each Edge (b) one Possible Graph G2 of G
Figure 3 graph G has 25 possible graphs, and the probability of graph G2 is:
Pr[G2]=p(A,B)p(A,C)p(B,C)p(C,D) (1-p(B,D))=0.0081

Refs.[22,23] adopted the above model by adding a function w: E(0, ∞ ) to
associate each edge a weight w. Figure 2 and Figure 3 are specific cases of such model if
we assume that each edge has unit-length (unit-weight). A possible graph contains a
subset of edges of G, and it has a weight which is the product of the probabilities of all the
edges it has.
For node uncertainty, we can extend Definition 2 to include a probability function pV
to deal with node uncertainty as given in Definition 3.
Definition 3. Consider an uncertain directed (or undirected) independent edge and node
graph G = (V, E, pV, pE), where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, pV: V(0,
1] is a function that assigns each edge vertex (node) v a probability that indicates the
likelihood of v’s existence, pE: E(0, 1] is a function that assigns each edge e a
probability that indicates the likelihood of e’s existence.
Let G =(VG, EG) be the possible graph which is sampled each edge in G according to
the probability pE and pV, so G’s probability Pr[G] is:

Pr [G]   p(v)
vVG

 (1  p(v))  p(e)  (1  p(e))

vV \VG

eEG

eE \ EG

Example 5. Consider the following uncertain undirected independent edge and node
graph:
0.8
A

0.9
0.45

B

0.6
D

0.4

A

B

0.3
0.2
C

0.5

C

0.7

Figure 4. (a) An Uncertain Graph G with Node Probability and Edge
Probability (b) A Possible Graph G3 of G
In Figure 4, the probability of possible graph G3 is:
Pr[G3] = p(A)p(B)p(C)(1-p(D))p(A,B)p(A,C)p(B,C)(1-p(B,D))(1-p(C,D)) = 0.00163296
Ref. [24] used such uncertain graph model to study sub-graph queries over large
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uncertain graphs.
For attribute value of a vertex or node uncertainty, the process methods are much
similar to that of node uncertainty and edge uncertainty above mentioned. Suppose each
attribute a associating with each node has probability function pA: A(0, 1] that assigns
each attribute a in attribute set A a probability that indicates the likelihood of a’s
existence. Let G = (VG, EG) be the possible graph which is sampled edge, node, and
attribute according to the probability pE, pV and pA in G, so G’s probability Pr[G] is:

Pr [G] 

 p(e)  (1  p(e))  p(v)  (1  p(v))  p(a)  (1  p(a))

eEG

eE \ EG

vVG

vV \VG

aVG

aV \VG

4.2. Uncertain Graph Models with Dependent Probabilities
Although uncertain graph models with independent probabilities can deal with
uncertainty with independent probabilities in graph data, which is applicable in many
situations, such as social networks, biological networks, etc., they cannot deal with other
complicated situations such as uncertainty with dependent in other applications, such as
traffic network where an intersection jam may dependent on or expend to its adjacent
intersections. Moreover, there may exist dependent relationship between various
uncertainties. For example, node A maybe dependent on node B, edge e(A,B) maybe
dependent on edge e(B,C), and attribute a1 of node A maybe dependent on attribute a2 of
node A in an uncertain graph.
Ref.[25] proposed a probabilistic graph model PEG (probabilistic entity graph), which
defines a distribution over possible graphs at the node (entity) level. In PEG, nodes
correspond to entities, node labels correspond to attribute values of nodes, and edges
correspond to relations between nodes. PGM (probabilistic graphical model)[26] is used
to represent probability distribution. PEG model uniformly addresses all the three kinds of
uncertainties of uncertain graph, such as node uncertainty, attribute value uncertainty, and
edge uncertainty. In PEG, Node uncertainty is modeled by node existence factors,
attribute value uncertainty is modeled by node label factors which are probability
distributions, and edge uncertainty is modeled by edge existence factors which are also
probability distributions.
A PEG model can be extended to represent dependant relationships between edges and
node attributes by conditional probabilities. For example, if we want to represent a case of
edge existence probabilities dependent on node labels. To achieve this goal, we can
replace edge existence probabilities in the PGD by some kind of conditional probabilities
containing node existences event.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents a survey study of different kinds of models of uncertain data in
relational databases, XML data, and graph data. We mainly discuss and review
probabilistic uncertain data models as they not only are widely used in many applications
and areas nowadays, but also have better tradeoffs between simplicity and expressive
power.
The open problems of modeling uncertain data include both semantic and computation
aspects. For semantic aspect, there is no accepted unified model for different uncertain
data including relational, XML, and graph data. In real applications, such semantic
problems may dependent on specific applications. For computational aspect, algorithms
of deterministic data are difficult to deal with the huge computational space of possible
worlds, which are usually exponential scale. Another open problem is to propose some
criteria [27] for modeling uncertain data, such as expressive power, complexity,
efficiency, extension, etc.
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